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Chinese economy prior to reform. During the 1930s, China developed a modern industrial sector, which
stimulated modest but significant economic growth.
Chinese economic reform - Wikipedia
Policy Vision and Future Prospect of Economy and Society 2000. Report by Research Group for Promotion
of Cycle Econom(Dec.22, 2000) Toward a Vibrant Decade Triggered by the IT Revolution(Summary of the
Economic Council Report) (PDF format)(Jun.30, 2000)
Economic and Fiscal Policy - Cabinet Office Home Page
The 1965 Soviet economic reform, sometimes called the Kosygin reform (Russian:
ÐšÐ¾Ñ•Ñ‹Ð³Ð¸Ð½Ñ•ÐºÐ°Ñ• Ñ€ÐµÑ„Ð¾Ñ€Ð¼Ð°) or Liberman reform, were a set of planned changes in the
economy of the Soviet Union (USSR). A centerpiece of these changes was the introduction of profitability and
sales as the two key indicators of enterprise success. Some of an enterprise's profits would go to three funds
...
1965 Soviet economic reform - Wikipedia
Keynes on the Sequencing of Economic Policy: Recovery and Reform in 1933 Sebastian Edwards. NBER
Working Paper No. 24367 Issued in March 2018 NBER Program(s):Development of the American Economy,
International Finance and Macroeconomics, Monetary Economics On December 31 1933, The New York
Times published an open letter from John Maynard Keynes to President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Keynes on the Sequencing of Economic Policy: Recovery and
CEPR organises a range of events; some oriented at the researcher community, others at the policy
commmunity, private sector and civil society:
Events homepage | Centre for Economic Policy Research
Basic Policy on Economic and Fiscal Management and Reform, 2017 - Increasing productivity through
investment in human resources - Overview. June 9, 2017
Basic Policy on Economic and Fiscal Management and Reform
There is a growing bipartisan sentiment in Washington that Chinese trade practices are a problem, since
these practices are unfair to American companies in a number of ways.
Trade Policy | Cato Institute
Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies. Independent assessments of the
economic and material implications of regulatory and economic policy in the U.S. and abroad
Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal & Economic Public Policy
A Financial System That Creates Economic Opportunities â€¢ Banks and Credit Unions iii Table of Contents
Executive Summary 1 Introduction 3 Review of the Process for This Report 3 Scope of This Report and
Subsequent Reports 4 The U.S. Depository Sector 5 Why Alignment of Regulation with the Core Principles
A Financial System That Creates Economic Opportunities
Preliminary versions of economic research. Did Consumers Want Less Debt? Consumer Credit Demand
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Versus Supply in the Wake of the 2008-2009 Financial Crisis
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco | Research, Economic
MEMBER ECONOMIES OF APEC AND THE OECD have recognized that regulatory reform is a central
element in the promotion of open and competitive markets, and a key driver of economic efficiency
APEC-OECD INTEGRATED CHECKLIST ON REGULATORY REFORM
The Federal Reserve has typically used a short-term interest rate as the policy tool for achieving its
macroeconomic goals. However, with short-term rates constrained near zero for much of the past decade,
the Fed was impelled to use two unconventional monetary policy tools: forward guidance and quantitative
easing.
Economic Research - Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
The persistent gap between female and male labour force participation comes at a significant economic cost.
This column argues that because women and men complement each other in the production process, the
economic benefits from gender diversity are likely larger than suggested by previous studies.
VOX, CEPR Policy Portal
Indonesiaâ€™s recent economic performance and policy reforms make the country well placed to mitigate
future risks. The country must sustain this reform momentum in order to meet its development goals sooner.
January 2017 Indonesia Economic Quarterly - World Bank
Kristin Forbes of MIT and the NBER focuses on policy related questions in international macroeconomics.
Some of her recent work has explored the relationship between currency valuations and inflation in an effort
to better understand when to deploy monetary policy.
The National Bureau of Economic Research
This Overview is extracted from the Economic Survey of 2017 Australia. The Survey is published on the
responsibility of the Economic and Development Review Committee (EDRC) of the OECD,
OECD Economic Surveys Australia
1 INTRODUCTION This pamphlet1, prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, provides an
overview of the special tax rules related to Puerto Rico and an analysis of the tax and economic policy
implications of recent legislative options.
AN OVERVIEW OF THE SPECIAL TAX RULES RELATED TO PUERTO
O ver the past two years, state legislators across the country have launched an unprecedented series of
initiatives aimed at lowering labor standards, weakening unions, and eroding workplace protections for both
union and non-union workers. This policy agenda undercuts the ability of low- and middle-wage workers, both
union and non-union, to earn a decent wage.
The Legislative Attack on American Wages and Labor
The California Budget & Policy Center was established in 1995 to provide Californians with a source of
timely, objective, and accessible expertise on state fiscal and economic policy issues.
California Budget & Policy Center - Independent analysis
The communication on the revision of European Union State aid rules on Services of General Economic
Interest (SGEI) and the report on their application, adopted today by the Commission, show that these rules,
also known as the 2005 post-Altmark package, have brought increased legal certainty for ...
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